Diagnosis and Treatment of Keloid: Method Summary and Effect Evaluation
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Abstract: Keloid is a prevalent skin disorder characterized by the abnormal growth of keloid tissue, which usually occurs following wound healing or surgical incisions. It typically progresses through several stages: the inflammatory stage, the proliferative stage, collagen remodeling, and ultimately the formation of keloid. This review aims to summarize the diagnostic and therapeutic methods for keloid, and evaluate their effectiveness. The diagnosis of keloid is usually based on medical history and clinical manifestations such as pain, itching, erythema, and induration. Other commonly used diagnostic methods include tissue biopsy and ultrasound examination. Various treatment options for keloid exist, including physical therapy, medication, surgical treatment, and radiation therapy. Physical therapy includes pressure therapy, laser therapy, such as silicone sheets, elastic bandages, and laser irradiation. Medication treatment mainly involves the application of topical medications or intraliesional injections, such as topical corticosteroids, 5-fluorouracil, and others. Radiation therapy can be administered using applicators and superficial radiation therapy, among other methods. The treatment outcomes of keloid vary from person to person and recurrence is common. Therefore, a comprehensive treatment approach may be the most effective strategy. Individualized treatment plans should consider factors such as the patient’s age, gender, medical history, and the severity of the condition. In conclusion, the diagnosis and treatment of keloid require consideration of multiple factors and the implementation of individualized treatment plans. Future research should focus on identifying the molecular mechanisms underlying the occurrence and progression of keloid in order to develop more effective treatment methods.
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Background
Keloid is a result of abnormal skin tissue response during the healing process, which occurs when the skin is injured or a surgical incision is closed, as the body initiates the healing process to restore the structure and function of the damaged tissue. Keloid is a common dermatological condition that is often believed to be associated with a specific “constitution”. It is characterized by its persistent and recurring nature. In addition to its negative impact on appearance, keloid can also cause physical discomfort including itching, pain, and general discomfort. In certain instances, keloid growth can restrict limb mobility, thereby significantly affecting daily activities and work performance. Moreover, the presence of keloid can result in social and psychological distress, leading to self-consciousness and anxiety among patients. Nevertheless, the precise mechanisms underlying keloid development and its treatment methods remain incompletely understood. There are a variety of treatments for keloids, but the specific effects vary from person to person, and even the same patient receiving the same treatment at different sites may have different effects. Treatments for keloids include drug therapy, surgery, laser therapy, microneedle therapy, laser therapy, photodynamic therapy, etc. Each treatment has its own unique advantages and limitations. For example, medication can reduce the symptoms of keloid with topical or oral medication, but it requires long-term adherence and there may be an allergic reaction. Surgical treatment can directly remove keloid tissue, but the surgical risks and recovery period need to be carefully considered.

Epidemiology
Prevalence
Keloid is a common skin disorder. The global prevalence of keloid is estimated to be around 2–4%. This means that approximately 150–300 million people worldwide suffer from keloid.
Age Distribution
Keloid can occur across all age groups. In children and young adults, particularly during adolescence, the prevalence of keloid is higher. This may be related to the fact that the skin of children and young adults is more prone to developing abnormal keloid.

Gender Differences
There is no significant difference in the incidence of keloids between males and females. Both males and females are equally susceptible to developing keloid.

Genetic Factors
Genetic factors play a significant role in the susceptibility to keloid. Some individuals are naturally more prone to developing keloid, which may be related to their genes. There may be variations in the susceptibility to keloid among different ethnic groups. According to research findings, from the perspective of affected populations, there are significant variations in the incidence of keloid among different ethnicities. The highest prevalence was reported among descendants of African descent, estimated at 4 to 6%; However, some studies put the figure as high as 16% of the adult population in Zaire. In contrast, Asian and Hispanic people have a lower prevalence, while white people have the lowest prevalence, at just 0.09% in England. Multiple phenomena within families also support its genetic characteristics. Based on these observations, scientists believe that there is a close association between keloid and melanocyte-stimulating hormone. According to the research conducted by P. Omo-Dare in 1975 on 34 Nigerian pedigrees, including 11 cases of KD patients, it was found that KD exhibits an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. However, Marneros et al, through association studies on 14 KD pedigrees (comprising a total of 96 KD patients) from four different ethnicities, including African Americans, Caucasian Americans, Japanese Asians, and Caribbean Africans, proposed an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern for KD. There are discrepancies between these two research findings, which may be attributed to factors such as sample size and ethnic variations. Further research is still required to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the genetic pattern of KD.

Environmental Factors
Climate and environmental conditions do indeed vary. Cities with higher humidity may increase the risk of wound infection, as humidity favors bacterial growth. However, it is worth noting that in areas with higher humidity, the rate of decrease in the inflammatory index is faster than in areas with lower humidity. This shortened duration of the inflammatory process also affects the formation of keloid. As one of the characteristics of the tumor microenvironment (TME), hypoxia also exists in keloid. Hypoxia can significantly regulate cell gene expression, and it has a significant impact on Keloid proliferation, apoptosis, migration, invasion, and collagen synthesis. Therefore, being in an environment with lower oxygen content will also have a certain impact on keloid formation.

Formation Mechanisms
The formation of keloid is indeed a complex process involving the interaction of multiple cell types, signaling pathways, and molecular factors. Here are some widely accepted yet still under research mechanisms of keloid formation:

Inflammatory Response
The inflammatory response is necessary during the wound healing process, but excessive or prolonged inflammation can contribute to the formation of keloid tissue. Inflammation can trigger excessive collagen synthesis and tissue fibrosis. From skin damage to wound healing, there are five stages involved, namely hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, reepithelialization, and remodeling. Among these stages, inflammation is not only an important phase in normal healing but also closely associated with the formation of keloid tissue. Neutrophils, macrophages, mast cells, and lymphocytes participate in keloid formation, exerting varying degrees of influence on fibroblast activation. This leads to excessive production of collagen fibers, deposition in the extracellular matrix, and ultimately results in the formation of keloid.
tissue. During the wound healing process, the release and regulation of cytokines and growth factors play a significant role. These factors can promote collagen synthesis and cell proliferation in keloid tissue, leading to the formation of keloid tissue. Studies have shown that in patients with keloid tissue, pro-inflammatory and fibrotic cytokines such as IL-6, transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β), and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) are upregulated, while factors that inhibit inflammation such as IL-37 and IL-17 are decreased.

**Tumor Hypothesis**

Keloid tissue nodules have the characteristics of continuous growth and invasion of local tissues, and they have a high recurrence rate after surgical treatment. The aerobic glycolysis level of fibroblasts in keloid tissue nodules is increased, resulting in the production of more lactate, which may exhibit a Warburg effect similar to tumors. Furthermore, further research has found that keloid tissue nodules exhibit inactivation of the tumor suppressor gene P53 and a decrease in the expression level of the tumor suppressor factor PTEN, but an increase in both factors is found in certain areas of keloid tissue nodules. These findings indicate that keloid tissue nodules have some characteristics similar to tumors, but various factors interact to confine keloid tissue nodules to a benign range. Through in-depth research, the differences and connections between the two will become clearer.

**Signaling Pathways**

The formation of keloid tissue nodules is associated with the remodeling and rearrangement of collagen proteins. Under normal circumstances, collagen proteins gradually organize and remodel, restoring the scarred area to a structure similar to the surrounding normal skin. However, in certain cases, the remodeling of collagen proteins may be abnormal, leading to the formation of keloid tissue nodules. There are numerous signaling pathways associated with keloid tissue nodules, and the TGF-β1/Smad signaling pathway is currently a hot topic in keloid tissue nodule signaling pathway research, as it is related to various fibrotic diseases. Activation of this pathway can promote fibroblast proliferation and collagen deposition. Moreover, it has been found that by regulating genes such as FOXM1 and downregulating interferon regulatory factor 3, the proliferation of fibroblasts and production of collagen can also be inhibited by suppressing the TGF-β1/Smad signaling pathway. These findings indicate the important role of the TGF-β1/Smad signaling pathway in the occurrence of keloid tissue nodules. The JAK/STAT pathway is considered an important signaling pathway that transmits signals from the environment to the inside of cells. In the JAK/STAT pathway, STAT3 is the most important molecule. STAT3 plays a dominant role in regulating cell proliferation, migration, the production of cytokines or chemokines, and inflammation, among other biological processes. It has been found that in keloid tissue, the expression level and phosphorylation status of STAT3 are abnormally increased, suggesting its significant role in the disease process of keloid formation. In addition, integrin signaling pathways, Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway, and others have also been found to be associated with the formation of keloid tissue nodules, and there is a connection with the TGF-β1/Smad signaling pathway. EMT (epithelial-mesenchymal transition) is a critical stage in cell development, describing the process of cells transitioning from epithelial cells to mesenchymal cells. EMT plays an important role in various stages of cell development. In addition to functional protein molecules, non-coding mRNA molecules such as miRNA also play a significant role in regulating processes such as proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, and invasion of keratinocytes, which has been confirmed. Further research on the signaling pathways of keloid tissue nodules is expected to provide a more solid theoretical basis for the treatment of keloid tissue nodules.

**Genetic and Individual Variations**

Genetic factors and individual variations may also influence the formation of keloid tissue nodules. Some individuals are naturally predisposed to keloid formation, while others are not. The presence of genetic susceptibility may be due to genetic factors affecting key steps in the formation of keloid tissue, such as the synthesis, degradation, and remodeling of collagen proteins. Certain genetic variations may lead to abnormal synthesis or degradation of collagen proteins, thereby affecting the formation and development of keloid tissue. Certain chronic diseases or immune system abnormalities may increase the risk of keloid tissue nodules.
Diagnostic Methods
Clinical Observation
Doctors usually carefully observe the appearance of keloid tissue nodules, including their shape, color, and degree of indentation or protrusion.

Medical History Inquiry
Doctors will ask patients about trauma, surgery, or other events that may have caused the keloid tissue nodules.

Skin Biopsy
If the morphological characteristics of the keloid tissue nodules are unclear or questionable, a skin biopsy may be recommended.

Imaging Examinations
In certain cases, doctors may request imaging examinations such as superficial ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging to assess the impact of keloid tissue nodules on deeper tissues.

Treatment and Principles
Physical Therapy
Pressure Therapy
Pressure dressings or compression garments can alleviate the redness, swelling, and overgrowth of keloid by applying moderate pressure and help flatten the keloid.26

Ultrasound Therapy
Ultrasound therapy is a non-invasive treatment method commonly used to improve the appearance of keloid tissue nodules. Ultrasound therapy utilizes ultrasound energy to stimulate tissues, promoting tissue repair and the reduction of keloid tissue.27 Ultrasound therapy applies mechanical stimulation to keloid tissue through ultrasound vibrations. This mechanical action can alter the physical properties of the tissue, promoting tissue repair and regeneration. Ultrasound therapy stimulates cells within the keloid tissue, increasing collagen synthesis, regulating cellular functions, and promoting tissue repair, thereby enhancing cellular metabolism and activation.28 However, the effectiveness of ultrasound therapy may vary depending on individual circumstances, and multiple sessions may be required.

Laser Therapy
Laser therapy can alleviate the redness, swelling, and overgrowth of keloid by stimulating collagen regeneration and disrupting abnormal vascular structures.29 For example, intense pulsed light (IPL) passes through the skin and is absorbed by the hemoglobin in the blood vessels, causing endothelial cell damage through photothermal effects, leading to vascular occlusion and reducing the nutrient supply to keloid tissue.30 Photothermal effects can also cause collagen damage and remodeling. The mechanism by which pulsed dye laser (PDL) causes vascular damage to keloid tissue is similar to that of IPL. Additionally, another approach of PDL treatment for keloid tissue is to inhibit fibroblast proliferation and downregulate the expression of connective tissue growth factor (CTGF).31 The wavelength of neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser is close to the absorption peak of hemoglobin, which can destroy blood vessels in keloid tissue, reduce the Vancouver Scar Scale, and improve the condition of keloid tissue.32 Laser treatment can increase the permeability of the epidermis, thereby increasing the absorption of topical medications.33

Cryotherapy
Liquid nitrogen cryotherapy is widely used in the treatment of skin lesions. By lowering the temperature to form ice crystals, it causes cell dehydration, denaturation, and necrosis, thereby achieving therapeutic effects.34 Traditional contact cryotherapy may lead to side effects such as blistering and hypopigmentation, affecting the patient’s aesthetics and
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treatment outcomes. However, the emergence of in-lesion cryotherapy technology in recent years has addressed these shortcomings. Through cryoablation probes, the cryogen is directly delivered into the lesion for treatment, preserving the appearance of the skin surface and reducing the side effects of hypopigmentation, thereby enhancing the aesthetic outcome. CC Zouboulis believes that in-lesion cryotherapy can achieve very good aesthetic results in the treatment of ear keloids, resulting in low visibility of the keloid after treatment. Therefore, it can be considered as the preferred treatment option for ear keloids.

**Medication Therapy**

**Topical Medications**

**Keloid Gels or Creams**
These medications often contain ingredients such as silicone gel, vitamin E, chamomile extract, etc., which can help soften and improve the appearance of keloid.

**5-Fluorouracil Patches**
This medication can be applied to keloid and helps alleviate keloid hardening and overgrowth by inhibiting cell proliferation.

**Injectable Medication Therapy**

**Steroid Injections**
Corticosteroids, such as adrenal cortex hormones, can alleviate the redness, swelling, and hardening symptoms of keloid by reducing the inflammatory response in keloid tissue and inhibiting collagen synthesis. Currently, some guidelines consider corticosteroid hormone therapy as the preferred method for treating keloid tissue nodules. It can be used alone for intralesional injection or in combination with other medications for intralesional injection therapy.

**Hyaluronic Acid and Botulinum Toxin**
Hyaluronic acid and botulinum toxin are commonly used keloid fillers. They can be injected to reduce the protrusion of keloid and improve their appearance. The effects of the injections are usually immediately visible, providing significant satisfaction to patients. However, it is important to note that the effects of these fillers are not permanent and regular injections are needed to maintain the results. Typically, the effects can last for several months to a year, and patients need to receive injection treatments at certain intervals. Additionally, injections of fillers may be accompanied by some side effects. Common side effects include bruising, redness, pain, or a stinging sensation, which are usually temporary and will resolve within a few days. However, more severe side effects such as infection, allergic reactions, or improper injection techniques may occur.

5-Fluorouracil belongs to a class of anti-tumor medications, and its main action is to inhibit the S phase of the cell cycle. Its mechanism of action involves inhibiting thymidylate synthase, thereby blocking the conversion of deoxyuridine monophosphate and ultimately inhibiting DNA synthesis.

Bleomycin is an anti-tumor medication belonging to the class of bleomycins, and it has multiple mechanisms of action. It can inhibit DNA replication and cause DNA strand breaks, thereby affecting the cell cycle. Through this mechanism, bleomycin can prevent the proliferation and growth of tumor cells. Additionally, bleomycin has the ability to disrupt collagen fiber cells, promote collagen dissolution, and cause damage to internal blood vessels, thereby reducing blood supply. This action helps inhibit tumor growth and spread. In clinical treatment, low-dose bleomycin is often used in combination with steroids for intralesional injection therapy of keloid tissue nodules. This combination therapy can improve the appearance and texture of keloid by inhibiting keloid tissue overgrowth and reducing collagen accumulation. The effects of bleomycin also include reducing the blood supply to keloid tissue, thereby alleviating redness, swelling, and pain in keloid.

Antihistamines are a class of drugs that have the ability to inhibit mast cells and suppress histamine. They work by blocking the release of histamine or blocking histamine receptors, thereby reducing allergic reactions and symptoms caused by inflammation. These medications can effectively relieve symptoms of allergic conditions such as allergic...
rhinitis, urticaria, and provide better relief and treatment outcomes for patients. Additionally, antihistamines are widely used in the treatment of allergic reactions, such as drug allergies and food allergies.

Novel Targeted Drugs are being explored in the laboratory to target specific factors and cellular signaling pathways involved in the pathogenesis of keloid tissue nodules. However, the clinical application of these drugs still requires large-scale validation and clinical trials to ensure their safety and efficacy. Currently, these drugs are still in the research stage, but the potential therapeutic effects provide hope for future treatment of keloid tissue nodules.

**Radiation Therapy**
Currently, the types of radiation commonly used for the treatment of keloid tissue nodules include electron beams and photon beams. High-energy electron beams can precisely target the area, reducing redness and overgrowth of keloid. Photon radiation can inhibit cell proliferation in keloid tissue, alleviating keloid hardening and overgrowth.

The commonly used electron beam is beta radiation. The principle of beta radiation therapy for keloid tissue nodules is to use the energy of beta particles to promote tissue repair and improve the appearance of keloid tissue nodules. Beta particles are high-speed electrons that can penetrate a few millimeters of tissue at relatively low energy levels. Beta radiation therapy uses radioactive isotopes or specific devices to generate beta particles and deliver them to the area of keloid tissue nodules. When beta particles interact with the tissue, interactions such as ionization, excitation, and ionization occur, releasing energy. The therapy promotes keloid tissue repair and improvement through several aspects: ① Inhibiting collagen synthesis: The energy of beta particles can inhibit excessive collagen synthesis, reducing the hardness and protrusion of keloid tissue. ② Facilitating collagen degradation: Beta particle therapy can also promote collagen degradation, helping to flatten and alleviate keloid tissue nodules. ③ Anti-inflammatory effect: Beta radiation therapy may also alleviate inflammatory and redness in keloid tissue nodules by suppressing inflammatory reactions and regulating immune responses.

However, there may be some side effects to consider: Beta radiation therapy can cause skin discomfort, redness, itching, burning sensation, and desquamation. These reactions are usually temporary and gradually subside during the course of treatment. It is important to note that beta radiation is a form of ionizing radiation, and if not administered properly or if the dosage is too high, it can cause irreversible damage to surrounding tissues and other parts of the body. Therefore, strict control of dosage and irradiation area is necessary during treatment to minimize radiation risks.

**Surgical Treatment**
For severe keloid tissue nodules, surgical intervention may be necessary to improve the appearance and functionality of the keloid. Surgical procedures such as keloid excision, skin grafting, tissue expansion, etc., may be performed. Approximately 50% to 80% of patients with keloid experience recurrence after undergoing surgical treatment alone, so measures should be taken promptly after surgery to reduce the risk of keloid recurrence in the surgical area. Applying silicone gel and tretinoin cream to the wound site postoperatively is a convenient method for preventing keloid recurrence. Although the effects of both are similar, for patients who cannot tolerate the burning sensation caused by tretinoin cream, silicone gel is a more suitable choice.

**Comprehensive Treatment**
Comprehensive treatment for keloid involves using multiple methods to treat the lesions, with the most common approach being a combination of surgical treatment and radiotherapy. Additionally, various other combination methods exist, such as intralesional injection combined with radiotherapy, surgical treatment combined with laser therapy, and surgical treatment combined with pressure therapy. Different approaches are employed even for the same patient based on the location of the keloid. The comprehensive and individualized nature of the two-pronged treatment plan for keloid can indeed help patients achieve better therapeutic effects and improve the appearance of the keloid. Local treatment methods such as laser therapy, microneedling, chemical peels, etc., provide effective means of improvement tailored to the specific characteristics of the keloid, while overall conditioning involving nutritional regulation, drug therapy, and physical therapy can promote skin regeneration and healing processes from within.
Summary and Prospect

In summary, this article has addressed the pathogenesis, epidemiological characteristics, and treatment options for keloid tissue nodules. Currently, treatment options for keloid tissue nodules are limited and demonstrate varying degrees of effectiveness. Common treatment methods encompass medication therapy, local treatments, and surgical interventions; however, these methods may not consistently yield satisfactory results and can entail side effects and risks. The high recurrence rate and refractory nature of keloid tissue nodules present significant challenges and uncertainties in treatment. The specific mechanisms underlying keloid tissue nodules are not entirely understood, further impeding the development of precise and effective treatments. Current treatment principles primarily focus on reducing redness, hardening, and overgrowth of keloid tissue, while promoting regeneration and repair of normal tissue. Clinicians must develop individualized treatment plans based on each patient’s specific circumstances. Additionally, preventive measures can be implemented for individuals at high risk of keloid tissue nodules. Future research and developments will contribute to a better understanding of the pathogenesis of keloid tissue nodules and explore more effective treatment approaches. Targeted therapy for keloid tissue nodules is emerging as a promising area of research, offering more effective and personalized treatment options for patients. The aim of targeted therapy is to intervene in the abnormal skin healing process, reduce keloid tissue formation, and promote normal tissue repair. In recent years, many researchers have focused on exploring the molecular mechanisms of keloid tissue nodules and have identified potential targets. Fibroblast activation and excessive proliferation are considered key factors in the formation of keloid tissue nodules. Consequently, research efforts have concentrated on finding drugs or molecules that can inhibit fibroblast proliferation and activation. Certain cellular signaling pathways play critical roles in keloid tissue nodule formation. By intervening in these signaling pathways, it is possible to inhibit fibroblast proliferation and keloid tissue formation. Some drugs, such as small molecule inhibitors and biologics, have been utilized to inhibit the activity of specific signaling pathways, thereby reducing the formation of keloid tissue nodules. Furthermore, research has also explored therapeutic approaches involving altering gene expression to intervene in keloid tissue nodules. Gene therapy and gene editing technologies have been utilized to modulate the expression of specific genes to influence cellular behavior and tissue repair during keloid healing. However, despite the potential demonstrated by targeted therapy in keloid tissue nodules, it is still in the early stages of research. Many treatment methods require further validation and clinical trials to determine their safety and efficacy. The age of the patient, type of keloid, and treatment site are all factors that can influence the treatment outcomes. Therefore, when selecting a treatment method, it is necessary to comprehensively consider individual differences and treatment characteristics in order to achieve better therapeutic results. In the future, with the continuous advancement of medical technology, the treatment of keloid will become more personalized and precise, providing patients with more options and better therapeutic outcomes.
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